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KARINA F1 PVP
[CRX 267]*

Growing cycle: all year
Plant habit: erect
Leaf: many leaves very curled, dark 
green and thick
Note: fast growing, excellent yields, 
great aroma, tolerant to cold 
conditions, high growth ratio and 
high bolting tolerance. 
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KRISTINA F1 PVP   
[CRX 265]*

Growing cycle: late spring, summer 
Plant habit: erect
Leaf: dark green colour, thick and 
deep curled 
Note: high bolting tolerance, 
indicated for summer season, 
high yields, suitable to grow in the 
warmer cycles of the year.

CORASTAR
Growing cycle: all year
Plant habit: erect
Leaf: dark and very curled from the 
first cut
Note: uniform leaves, rustic and very 
thick.

BABY LEAF
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MAVERICK
[CRX 45009]*

Typology: bright green baby lettuce
Cycle: all year
Leaf: thick, curled, small cut, very attractive 
colour
Resistance: HR BI: 16-37 EU; IR Fol: 1,4
Note: very fast growing with very good 
flexibilty of harvests in different seasons, 
excellent post harvest 
shelf life.

BABY LEAF
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CRX 48355
Typology: dark green
Cycle: spring, summer, autumn
Leaf: very thick, bright green colour, small 
cut, very high yields
Resistance: HR BI: 16-36 EU
Note: fast growing.

CRX 45011
Typology: extra dark green baby 
lettuce
Cycle: spring, summer, autumn
Leaf: very thick, curled, small cut, 
amazing colour
Resistance: HR Bl: 16-33 EU; 
IR Fol: 1
Note: fast growing, high yields.
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CRX 47701   
Typology: very dark red baby lettuce
Cycle: autumn, winter
Leaf: thick, curled, small cut, very 
attractive colour
Resistance: HR Bl: 16-33 EU; IR Fol: 1
Note: very intense colour.

CRX 47708
Typology: extra dark red baby 
lettuce
Cycle: all year
Leaf: very thick, curled, small cut, 
amazing color
Resistance: HR Bl: 16-37 EU; 
IR Fol:1
Note: fast growing, the whole leaf 
blade is extra dark red coloured. 
Perfect for baby leaves salad mix.

BABY LEAF
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CRX 5204
Red bull’s blood with very dark red leaves 
(triple red). Thick and pointed leaf. 
Suggested for  
baby leaf production.
CRX 5204 is suitable for all year round 
productions. Its heat tolerance holds its 
red colour in high temperatures during 
summer.

RED CHARD RED 
RUBARB
High quality selection of Red chard, very 
uniform plants. Very attractive contrast 
between the dark red stem and veins with 
the dark green leaf. Highly used for salad 
mix baby leaf production and for fresh 
market also. Plant is vigorous and the 
variety is possible to grow all year round.

TINTORETTO   
[CRX 403]*

Red bull’s blood triple red with 
intense shiny red colour. The leaf is 
thick with round shape. It performs 
well in summer cultivations.

BABY LEAF
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GENERAL INFORMATION
All the information contained in this catalogue has been obtained through the experimentation and experience developed by Cora 
Seeds srl in Cesena, the pedoclimatic conditions, the cultivation practices and other external factors can have a very relevant impact 
on the final result of the cultivation.

Cora Seeds srl does not assume responsibility in relation to the information cited and in no case can it be held liable to clients for results 
that differ from the information provided.

For any information, it is advisable to contact the area agent, indicated on the site www.coraseeds.com, in the sales network category.
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